Huawei Twitter and Facebook January 8 -9

2020 is here and we’re all wondering how technology will evolve throughout the year. @craigbrownphd shares enterprise #IT predictions including more initiatives like #TECH4ALL that use tech to improve quality of life. tinyurl.com/vr3xmc

Connecting communities is Huawei’s core goal. Hear @Light_Reading and #HeyTen discuss the company’s plans to do just that.

Huawei: The Goal for Telecom Companies Should … Since being put on the Entity List by US Government on May 16, Huawei has been the subject of concern and mixed messages in terms of how it will address issu...
youtube.com

Hey super users - looking to maximize what you can do with your Huawei device? Head to the tips & tricks section of our community page and learn from your fellow Huawei users. tinyurl.com/yvqc3ta

There’s a whole world out there. Do you dare #ExploreMore? #WatchGT2

Dare to push past your comfort zone. Dare to overcome your obstacles. Dare to #ExploreMore with #HUAWEIWATCHGT2. http://bit.ly/GT2Watch
youtube.com
After two months of use, see why @bencsin says the Huawei Mate30Pro is the best hardware of the year.

The Huawei Mate 30 Pro is a beast of a phone. I’ve had it for two months but held off reviewing until now because I didn’t think it was worth reviewing a phone...

Huawei is proud to be named a leader in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for LTE Network Infrastructure for three years running.

Huawei partnered with Beeline and GMS Hospital to enable the first laparoscopy performed with the use of #5G technology in Russia.

What makes Huawei’s MateX so lovable? Ask CNET.

I love the folding Huawei Mate X. A day out with the... Its massive screen and unique folding method makes Huawei’s folding phone my favourite of today’s bendables. Subscribe to CNET: https://www.youtube.com...
The #WatchGT2 is a "device that offers far more than just a handy way of viewing your smartphone’s push notifications." Head to @joedobie to see what makes this wearable stand out.

REVIEW: Huawei Watch GT 2 - A beautiful watch and a great fitness tracker

Prioritizing sustainable development, Huawei’s CSD committee coordinates everyday sustainability tasks and drives the achievement of strategic goals.

#TECH4GOOD #TECH4ALL. Take a look at how Huawei's Nigeria team is working to provide welfare resources and ICT training to the local community. https://tinyurl.com/w9ebnh4
How will enterprise IT change in 2020? Craig Brown has a few ideas. Head to his LinkedIn for a better look at how he predicts technology will be used, including a larger priority on efforts like #TECH4ALL that seek to improve quality of life for people. https://tinyurl.com/vr3xmcf

What about the #Mate30Pro secured it as the best Daylight, Night, and Ultrawide smartphone camera in the opinion of Ubergizmo? Read on to find out.

The Huawei Mate 30 Pro has technical specifications that make heads tur...